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OST economists are familiar with the principle that philosophers know as 
%  / 1 ‘Hume’s I .aw’: that facts and values are separate sorts of things, and that we 

JL  T A  cannot validly derive an evaluation, or ‘ought’-statement, from a statement 
of fact. In the 20th century, this principle has become an important part of econo
mists’ self-image, as they strive to be ‘value-free’ in their approach. In other words, 
modem economics is supposed to be a positive discipline, not a normative one.

Many of the writers in this collection, which arises from a workshop conducted at 
die University of Sydney in December 1994, appear to be making an assault on 
Hume’s I.aw. None of them, however, does so successfully, and on closer inspection 
some turn out to be doing something rather different All of them, however, have 
something interesting to say in the process, and between them they provide plemty of 
food for thought on the relationship between economics and ethics.

In his introduction, Peter Groenewegen presents the book’s message as a call for 
‘die integradon of ediics widiin economics discourse’ (p. 12). This, however, could 
mean a number of different things. C.L. Ten distinguishes two of them: ethics can 
affect economics ‘internally’, when cdiical values are required as input in economic 
reasoning; and ‘externally’, when economists use ediics to assess the conclusions that 
economic reasoning leads to.

The ‘external’ use of ediics is reladvely uncontroversial. Although economists 
sometimes talk as if policy recommendations llowed automatically from their conclu
sions, most of us realise diat diere will be other values involved. The economist can 
tell us what consequences will flow from a given policy, but it is for us as citizens 
(whedier or not we also happen to be economists) to decide whedier diose conse
quences are preferable to die alternatives. This was Hume’s fundamental insight: 
given some ends, we can reason about means, but reasoning alone has nodiing to say 
in the ultimate choice between ends.

It is when economists use ediics ‘internally’ diat diey are venturing into more dan
gerous territory. Ten suggests diat value judgments have to be made in choosing die 
concepts to use in economic analysis: he gives as an example the problem of defining 
‘standard of living’ (p. 39). But letting ethical considerations dictate one’s choice of 
concepts is not quite die same diing as bringing them into the analysis. Furthermore, 
die economist who is trying to be useful for public policy might find that what is 
needed is not input from his or her own values, but from the values actually held by 
the public (more about diis ‘moral anthropology’ shortly).

Economists who let ethics influence their analysis may be doing something that is 
unavoidable, or at least nothing to be ashamed of. They should, however, be con
scious of what they are doing, since diere are dangers that some of the contributors to 
this volume are reluctant to acknowledge. Louis Haddad wants us to see ‘ethics as
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generalised economics’, saying that the distinction between ‘positive’ and ‘nonnative’ 
economics’ is ‘artificial’ (pp. 77-8).

There is a sense in which economic decisions —  indeed, decisions of any sort —  
are also ethical decisions. W e cannot act in a moral vacuum; even if we refuse to take 
moral considerations into account, that itself is a moral (or immoral) decision. But 
the economist, when in positivist mode, is not claiming to make decisions. He or she 
is merely describing how the world is, and how people act on that information is up to 
them. If economists are to go on to prescribe what decisions should be made, then it 
is hard to see what areas of life will be spared their attentions. The fact-value distinc
tion is one of the things preventing the economic realm expanding beyond all recog
nition: something that Ten and other contributors warn us against.

A.W. Coats shows us how the great economists of the 19th century appreciated 
Hume’s Law, to die extent of distinguishing between economics as ‘science’ and as 
‘art’. Economic science has become modem positive economics, while economics as 
art is political economy or economic policy-making. The distinction is really a tripar
tite one, since ‘science’ in turn breaks down into pure and applied. Phis last point 
shows diere can be important differences of mediodology that do not involve ethical 
issues. Someone who works in applied geometry, for example, is doing somediing 
very different from a colleague in pure geometry, but neither of them need be making 
nonnative judgments.

Ten’s ‘internal’ and ‘external’ uses do not exhaust die possibilides for doing eco
nomics widi an eye to morality. Another common project is somedmes called ‘moral 
andiropology’: a sciendfic study of die ediical beliefs people actually hold (see Geof
frey Brennan’s remarks on p. 123). This can be of vital importance in economics; 
however, contrary to what some of diese audiors seem to diink, diere is nodiing in it 
diat undermines Hume’s Law. To decide what we should do is an evaluadon, but to 
discover what people (including ourselves) believe diey should do is simply a quesdon 
of fact

Commendng on Coats, Michael White quotes Mill’s descripdon of economics as 
‘reladng to die moral or psychological laws of the produedon and distribudon of 
wealdi’ (pp. 116-17, note 3). But Mill is not saying diat die economists themselves 
have to make moral judgements, only diat diey have to understand how human soci
ety in fact works. This is hardly revoludonary, but it is true diat today’s economists 
somedmes seem to forget how people’s behaviour is influenced by their nodons of 
right and wrong. Robert Rowdiom takes them to task for this, calling to mind a dis
covery made earlier by C. Nordicote Parkinson:

One chain store organisadon ... dispensed widi dme cards, complaint reports
and stockroom forms. It was agreed to assume that all concerned are honest;
partly because diey are and partly because it would sdll be cheaper even if
diey were no t {Iii-Ihws and Outlaws,]o\\n Murray, London, 1962, p. 125)

Another way diat diese audiors encourage us to link economics and ethics is by 
using economic mediods to investigate the origins of morality. There is now a consid-
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erable body of work on contractarian ethics, pioneered by writers such as Robert Ax
elrod, Michael Taylor and Robert Sugden, showing how moral rules could emerge 
spontaneously as a system of conventions among basically self-interested agents. Con
tractarian ethics draws on the modem techniques of game theory, but also on the in
sights of tlie founders of economics (and of modem philosophy), David Hume and 
Adam Smith.

This account of where morality comes from is endorsed by Rowdiom and, more 
reluctandy, by Jeremy Shearmur. Shearmur has trouble accepting that one can believe 
in morality widiout claiming some factual basis for it He seems to be concerned that 
a morality based on convention would be no more dian a fiction, and diat its effec
tiveness could not survive die exposure of its origins. This concern is taken to ex
tremes by Yanis Varoufakis, who gives a good account of the contractarian model but 
persists in seeing it as an ‘illusion’, amounting to the ‘abolidon of morality’ (pp. 166-7). 
Is it really very different, diough, from die Socratean scepticism he praises on page 
161? Varoufakis claims to follow Shearmur in treating Smith as fundamentally 
amoral, but diis strikes me as revisionism run amok.

The dangers involved in de-mystifying morality by exposing its human origins are 
genuine enough. But diese dangers are going to have to be faced sooner or later, be
cause continued mystification just isn’t a viable strategy. W e need, as Varoufakis says, 
‘die courage to see our ediical beliefs as social artefacts’ (p. 171). Moreover, diere is a 
lot more to common morality dian an ‘invisible hand’ network of conventions; centu
ries of audioritarian rulers and religious leaders have imposed rules for their own pur
poses. Shearmur worries whedier we can now do widiout religion, but trade and mo
rality surely predate religion and die state, and must ultimately be able to do widiout 
diem.

Economists have something of a tradition of ignoring complexities like diese. The 
utilitarian tradition in economics gets good coverage in diis book (see for example 
Coats’s remarks on page 95), but we are left unclear as to die underlying relationship. 
Does die economic frame of mind predispose one to utilitarian ediics? O r docs die 
sort of calculation required in utilitarianism naturally translate to economic reasoning? 
Or is it all just a historic coincidence? There is room here for further work; a good 
starting point might be trying to explain die tendency towards selfish and amoral atti
tudes reported of graduate students in economics (p. 19).

There is a great deal else in diis book diat I shall have to leave readers to discover 
for themselves. There is interesting historical material, especially from Shearmur, 
Coats and White (aldiough beware die tendency of historians to exaggerate die impor
tance of die controversies dieir characters engaged in); a typically thoughtful contribu
tion from Brennan; and provocative but ultimately unconvincing attacks on capitalism 
from Varoufakis and Flora Gill. In total, it gives us an example of interdisciplinary 
scholarship at its best
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